SEED DONATION FORM

Please fill out as much information as you can, and attach this form to your seed donation. Thank you for sharing seeds with our community!

About the plant
Common Plant Name
Scientific Name/Family (if known)
Variety
Original Seed Source
Open pollinated/heirloom? ___ Yes    ___ No    ___ Unsure
Location grown
Date grown/harvested
Growing notes (planting depth/rows, sun exposure, time to harvest, height, etc.)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Seed Stories (to be shared)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

About the Seed Saver
Your Name (we will not share this information)
How may we contact you?

Please attach your seed donation to this form and drop off at a library desk. We do not knowingly accept genetically modified, patented or hybrid seeds.

Staff—please route to CDR.